Inspection Services
Mobile and In-Plant
- Full Length Ultrasonic (FLUT) & optional Phased Array (PA)
- Electromagnetic Inspection (EMI)
- Full Length Drift (FLD)
- Special End Area (SEA)
- Mag Particle Inspection (MPI) / Dye Penetrate
- Visual Thread and Tube Body
- Field Re-Facing
- Wall Mapping / Wall Data/OD Measuring
- Multiple Dimensional Inspection on Pin and Box
  Inspected and color coded to API or Customer Specifications

Thread Repair
- API Rotary Shouldered Connections
- Premium Connections
- Proprietary Connections including Grant Prideco™

Manufacture of Drilling Accessories
- Certified New Mill Stock with Full Traceability
- According to API Specifications

TracID™ Lifecycle Management

TCS™ Hardbanding

Corrosion Control & Wear Prevention
- TK™-34
- TK™-34P
- TK™-34XT

Inspection

Asset & Inventory Management
- TracID™ Drill String Lifecycle Management
- TuboGOLD
  Field-proven RFID technology used to capture all asset history, enabling better-informed decision making on drill string design, inspection, repairs and maintenance
  Online inventory tracking system available to all customers
- TruData™, A comprehensive reporting management system for the classification, inspection and repair of rotary shoulder drill string components
  Real-time material tracking and customizable reporting allows you to accurately and efficiently manage your assets
- AutoTally™ eliminates tally errors for a 100% accurate drill bit depth, tracks rotating hours and alerts for out-of-spec equipment and quarantined assets
- TruAsset™ yard management and asset performance software

Associated Services
- Laser Tally
- Cleaning
- Storage
- Hardness Testing
- Tool Joint Rebuilding
- OD Varnish
- Maintenance Programs
- Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) Inspection & Hardbanding Services
- Thread Repair on Drill Collars, Heavy Weight, Subs, Kellys, Pup Joints and Stabilizers

TK™-34 • TK™-34P • TK™-34XT

TK™-Coatings
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